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Osteoporosis is a widespread disease and affects over 500,000 people in Austria.

Fragility fractures are associated with it and represent not only an individual

problem for the patients, but also an enormous burden for the healthcare system.

While trauma surgery care is well provided in Vienna, there is an enormous

treatment gap in secondary prevention after osteoporotic fracture. Systematic

approaches such as the Fracture Liaison Service (FLS) aim to identify patients with

osteoporosis after fracture, to clarify diagnostically, to initiate specific therapy,

and to check therapy adherence. The aim of this article is to describe the practical

implementation and operational flow of an already established FLS in Vienna. This

includes the identification of potential FLS inpatients, the diagnostic workup, and

recommendations for an IT solution for baseline assessment and follow-up of

FLS patients. We summarize the concept, benefits, and limitations of FLS and

provide prospective as well as clinical and economic considerations for a city-

wide FLS, managed from a central location. Future concepts of FLS should

include artificial intelligence for vertebral fracture detection and simple IT tools

for the implementation of FLS in the outpatient sector.
KEYWORDS
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1 Introduction

In contrast to high traumatic fractures, which occur in the context of traffic, sports,

recreational, and work accidents, fragility fractures happen after minimal trauma (e.g.,

falling from walking or standing) or even without any trauma in patients aged 50+ years.

Thus, the cause of fracture is not the application of force, but reduced bone quality or

quantity and, consequently, osteoporosis. The proportion of osteoporotic fractures in all

fractures treated in the inpatient setting is 74.2% on average, meaning that three out of four

fractures in the inpatient setting are due to osteoporosis rather than adequate trauma (1).
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Fragility fractures represent a massive individual and

socioeconomic problem. Traumatic care of fragility fractures is

well ensured in Austria. However, current data from Austria

show that the initiation of specific anti-osteoporotic therapy is

weak. The proportion of women at high risk of fracture who did

not receive treatment was 52% in 2019 (2, 3). The data on secondary

prevention, i.e., treatment after an osteoporotic fracture, is even

more disappointing. Only 1 in 10 men and less than 2 in 10 women

receive appropriate therapy after a fragility fracture has occurred

(4). Even after hip fracture, just 14% of patients receive anti-

osteoporotic treatment (5). Thus, there is a huge “treatment gap”

in the care of this high-risk population.

The typical locations of fragility fractures are hip, radius, vertebral

bodies, humerus, and pelvis. These fractures are also referred to as

“major osteoporotic fractures” (MOFs). Approximately 20%–30% of all

people die within 1 year after hip fracture (6). This is comparable or

even exceeds the 1-year mortality of malignancies or cardiovascular

diseases (7, 8). The public health impact of hip fractures, as measured in

disability-adjusted life years (DALYs), was 27 per 1,000 individuals.

This equates to an average loss of 2.7% in healthy life expectancy (9).

Additionally, the significant reduction in quality of life due to these

fractures can be quantified using quality-adjusted life years (QALYs), a

measure that reflects both the quality and the quantity of life gained or

lost. Fragility fractures not only diminish DALYs but also negatively

impact QALYs, underscoring the profound effects these injuries have

on both the length and quality of life. Moreover, fragility fractures serve

as prognostic factors for subsequent fractures as previous fracture

history is associated with a significantly increased risk of any clinical

fracture (10).

The risk of subsequent fractures doubles after a fracture (11), and

remains high, especially within the first 2 years after fracture (12). For

this reason, the terms “very high fracture risk” and “imminent fracture

risk” have been introduced in recent years. A very high fracture risk

comprises risk factors like recent fractures within the last year, multiple

fractures and fractures during adequate treatment (13). Imminent

fracture risk is defined as a very high risk for imminent fracture due

to risk factors causing a significant short-term increase in fracture risk

(14). Again, among others, a recent fracture is a particularly important

factor indicating an imminent fracture risk (15).

Adequate treatment with anti-osteoporotic therapy after fragility

fracture is therefore essential to reduce the risk of subsequent fracture,

to decrease mortality, and to further reduce the burden on the

healthcare system. The implementation of systematic approaches,

such as the Fracture Liaison Service (FLS), play an important role in

preventing subsequent fractures, resulting in huge savings in healthcare

costs and improving the quality of life for patients.
2 Fragility fractures: facts and costs

The prevalence of osteoporosis in Austria is 552,000 or 5.5% of the

total population (2). Data from Austria reported approximately 93,000

osteoporotic fractures in 2018. Estimations of the IOF (International

Osteoporosis Foundation) suggested 110,000 new fragility fractures in

2019, equal to 300 fragility fractures per day (2). Thus, Austria is a
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“high-risk” country for osteoporotic fractures and, among the countries

with the highest hip fracture incidence worldwide, surpassed only by

Sweden and Denmark (16). In Vienna alone, 11,299 hip fractures were

recorded in 2012–2016 (total in Austria, 57,623). This corresponds to

an average of 2,260 hip fractures annually, or 6–7 hip fractures daily in

Vienna (ÖVOS 2 project, data from the Austrian Sickness Funds,

unpublished). Based on hip fracture data, it can be assumed that

approximately 17%–20% of all osteoporotic fractures in Austria are

treated in Vienna’s hospitals.

Data from the IOF show that fragility fractures in the setting of

osteoporosis are among the most expensive conditions for our

healthcare system. The estimated direct cost to the Austrian

healthcare system is over EUR 157 million per year. This does

not include rehabilitation, nursing care, or loss of work. The

economic burden of fractures was EUR 1.3 billion in 2019 (3.4%

of total national health expenditure) and has increased by EUR 501

million compared with 2010 (EUR 799 million in 2010) (2, 17). The

most expensive fractures for our healthcare system are caused by

hip fractures with nearly 77 million total annual costs (18).
3 Fracture Liaison Service

FLS represents a systematic, structured approach to prevent

subsequent fractures. Evidence indicates that FLS also increases

QALYs (19–21). FLS are implemented in hospitals with trauma

surgery and are already established internationally in more than 50

countries. Based on the recommendations by Akkeson et al., FLS

consists of (i) identification of fracture patients, (ii) evidence-based

assessment including risk stratification and identification of secondary

causes of osteoporosis, (iii) initiation of treatment, and (iv)

improvement of long-term adherence to treatment (22). The interface

between trauma surgery, osteoporosis specialists, and general

practitioners is the FLS coordinator, who is mandatory for every FLS

Center. This coordinator should come from the fields of medicine

(general practitioners or specialists), nursing, or physical medicine.

According to the recommendations of the IOF initially as a first

step, hip fractures should be managed by the FLS. Patients with hip

fracture are of special importance in terms of morbidity and

mortality as well as for the national economy. Hip fractures are

treated exclusively on an inpatient basis and are therefore within

easy reach of an FLS. Only after these fractures are well managed by

the FLS should other fractures be treated in the inpatient setting.

The third step involves outpatient fractures. Lastly, vertebral

fractures should be included in the FLS (23). International FLS

frameworks could raise treatment rates (24), reduce admissions to

healthcare facilities, and improve long-term survival (25). The

concept of FLS and the potential benefits are shown in Figure 1.
4 Implementation and operation of
FLS in Vienna, Austria

In contrast to the above-mentioned recommendations by the

IOF, not only hip fractures, but all MOFs have been included in our
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FLS from the beginning. This can be explained by the relatively low

number of hip fractures in our hospital, compared to large trauma

centers. Consequently, all inpatients (>50 years) who are admitted

after hip, pelvis, radius, humerus, or clinical vertebral fracture are

potential candidates for FLS. Other fractures (e.g., clavicula, tibia,
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skull, fingers, and toes) are not considered. Moreover, patients <50

years are not included in the FLS. However, in case of an unclear

constellation of findings, an osteological consultation is performed.

For big trauma centers, hip fractures should be the first fracture

included in the FLS. From our point of view, in smaller hospitals
A

B

FIGURE 1

(A) Current concept of FLS at Hanusch Hospital Vienna. Patients with fractures are admitted to the hospital, operated on, or treated conservatively
and admitted as inpatients. Patients are identified as possible patients with osteoporosis by the nursing team of the orthopedic surgery department.
A request is made to the FLS team. A standardized blood draw is performed. The FLS team visits the patient. A treatment decision is made jointly. An
optional visit takes place after 3 months. After 12 months, the final visit is carried out and the therapy adherence is checked. The patient is
transferred for further care to the general practitioner’s office. (B) Potential benefits of FLS including reduction of re-fractures, mortality, costs,
utilization of hospitals, and treatment gap. Created with BioRender.com.
FIGURE 2

Concept of a city-wide FLS. Head, assistant staff, FLS physicians, and nurses are on site. The center includes outpatient rooms for follow-up visits,
telemedicine, an infusion outpatient clinic for therapy administration, and special diagnostics. Each FLS coordinator supervises two hospitals with
departments for trauma surgery. After the ward round and documentation, consultation with the physicians in the center takes place and a therapy
decision is made. Created with BioRender.com.
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with low number of fractures, all MOFs can be considered from the

start, if resources allow it. Fractures treated on an outpatient basis as

well as radiographic vertebral fractures are much more challenging

and should only be included if all inpatient MOFs are already well

integrated into the FLS.
4.1 Identification of FLS patients

Patients are identified as potential FLS patients after admission

at the trauma surgery department by the nursing staff of the trauma

surgery department during the transfer of duty. This is followed by

a standardized blood draw the following day of admission based on

the local recommendations (14). Moreover, parameters of bone

metabolism including vitamin 25(OH)D, PTH, serum b-carboxy-
terminal cross-linking telopeptide of type I collagen (CTX), and

osteocalcin are determined. At the same time, the notification of the

FLS team occurs. There are several options for this step. However, a

digital solution seems to be the most suitable way (26) and was

implemented therefore in our hospital. The FLS team is requested

by a simple mouse click after the morning meeting. It is beneficial to

adapt existing IT solutions [hospital information system (HIS)], as

it has been done in our hospital.
4.2 FLS visit—diagnostic workup and
treatment recommendations

Once the most important laboratory results are prevalent, a

bedside visit with the patient is performed by the FLS coordinator.

A detailed anamnesis and review of the current blood results are

performed. Approval and treatment decisions are then made by the

FLS physicians. If no further diagnostic workup is needed (applies

to the majority of hip fractures), a treatment recommendation is

made. Oral medications, osteo-anabolic medications, and

denosumab are initiated on site. Intravenous bisphosphonates

such as zoledronic acid may not be administered immediately

after hip fracture, according to the current recommendations

(14). The same applies to patients whose clinical or laboratory

conditions prohibit administration in the inpatient setting (e.g.,

severe vitamin D deficiency and hypo- or hypercalcemia). In this

case, patients are invited to an outpatient appointment 8–12 weeks

later to receive the medication. Administration of iv medication can

be performed by general practitioners, in the hospital’s own

outpatient clinic or, as in our case, by an associated, outsourced

outpatient clinic (health center). However, recent data suggest that

an administration of zoledronic acid within 2 weeks is also useful

(27). If further examinations are necessary, a second visit at the

patient’s bedside or discussion of further procedures in the

outpatient setting occurs 8–12 weeks after discharge. A final visit

in the outpatient setting is scheduled 1 year after fracture.

The time required per patient for initial contact is

approximately 20 min; for follow-up and final visits, it is 15 min.

Intravenous administration of an osteoporosis drug takes

approximately 45 min in an infusion outpatient clinic. Through

the COVID-19 pandemic, it has been shown that follow-up visits
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can also be done very well by telemedicine (28). According to this

calculation, approximately 10–15 fracture patients could be

contacted, diagnosed, and cared for daily (6 h) by one FLS

coordinator in presence or virtually via telecommunication. Since

patients with hip fracture stay on average approximately 2 weeks in

the inpatient setting (29), follow-up consultation is usually easy.
4.3 IT solution

A simple IT solution is mandatory for a successful FLS.

Currently, no commercial software is available. Thus, the

adaption of an existing software, connected to the hospital

information systems (HIS), seems to be the most promising

approach. Supplementary Figure 1 shows the example of a “first-

contact-form”. Relevant information on fracture risk (e.g., FRAX-

recommended questions, co-medication, fracture history, etc.) is

collected during the bedside visit. Similar contact forms are also

available for follow-up visits.

The FLS interface includes a list of possible FLS patients, identified

by the orthopedic surgery department and assigned to the FLS. They

are then marked as patients with “osteoporotic fracture” and remain in

the FLS, and thus in the IT system, for 52 weeks. Recent laboratory

results are provided in the FLS interface. In addition, previously

performed DXA measurements, imaging techniques of the spine

(including x-rays of the chest and spine), and selected blood values

within the past 2 years are also automatically included in the FLS

interface (see Supplementary Figure 2).

The IT system is based on a traffic light system. Patients requested

by the traumatology department are marked in red. Patients who have

already been seen by the FLS nurse (including medical history and

laboratory results) are marked yellow. Approval and treatment

decisions are then made by the FLS physicians. After the visit is

completed and the treatment decision has been made, the status is

changed to green. The initial FLS assessment is thus completed. Follow-

up visits are also incorporated in the HIS. These include questions on

new risk factors, medication, and fractures as well as treatment

adherence. Based on the IOF guideline, follow-ups are optional after

3 months and mandatory after 12 months after fracture.

These implementations ensure a complete history and

transparency for further visits. Furthermore, all information can

be transferred to patients´ discharge letters and a database for

statistical evaluations on the feasibility and effectiveness of the FLS.
5 Discussion

5.1 Economic considerations

In the context of the escalating healthcare costs in Europe,

osteoporotic fractures have emerged as a significant economic

concern. In 2019, European countries reported total direct costs

attributed to osteoporotic fractures amounting up to EUR 56.9

billion, of which incident fractures alone accounted for EUR 36.3

billion. However, the allocated budget for pharmacological

interventions, which encompasses both diagnosis and treatment
frontiersin.org
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interventions, was relatively modest, standing at EUR 1.6

billion (30).

In 2019, Austria faced direct costs of incident fractures of EUR

833.5 million. Additionally, the indirect costs due to productivity

losses and increased caregiver burden can be substantial (31),

although more challenging to quantify. A systematic review has

shown that these indirect costs could account for 2% to 50% of the

total cost burden, depending on sample and methodology used (32).

Summing up direct costs with long-term disability costs (EUR 468.1

million) and additional costs for pharmacological intervention

(EUR 41.7 million) results in a total amount of EUR 1.3 billion

for 1 year (2). Implementing more FLS across the country could

reduce these direct costs by identifying and promptly treating

individuals at elevated risk of subsequent fractures. Recent

publications show that successful FLS programs lead to not only a

risk reduction of re-fractures [hazard ratio (HR) 0.18–0.67 over 2–4

years] and mortality (HR 0.65 over 2 years) and increased initiation

of therapy [relative risk (RR) 1.5–4.25], but also higher adherence to

therapy (65%–88% at 1 year) (33). A decrease in recurrent fracture

risk of approximately 10% can be achieved using FLS (34).

Furthermore, FLS can notably decrease hospital admissions,

surgical interventions, rehabilitation services, and extended care

resulting from fracture.

The need for improvement of fracture care in Austria in terms

of prevention of re-fractures is evident and the overall costs of

osteoporotic fractures are increasing per capita. In 2019, the average

direct costs of these fractures were EUR 151.8 per individual, which

placed Austria at the sixth position among the EU27 + 2 countries

in terms of highest costs per capita cost related to osteoporotic

fractures (2). Osteoporotic fractures represented approximately

3.4% of Austria’s total healthcare expenditure in 2019 (2).

Globally, as the adoption of FLS grows, numerous countries

have reported its effectiveness and efficacy (19, 35, 36). FLS is

generally cost-effective for healthcare systems. A recent Dutch study

further provided evidence that the implementation of FLS could

lead to lifetime health-economic benefits. Patients with recent

fractures managed by FLS had additional lifetime costs of 45 Euro

compared to not being managed by FLS. However, FLS leads to an

additional 0.11 QALYs, indicating an increase of quality of life for a

certain time period (37).

Based on recently published data from Austria, the direct costs

of one hip fracture are EUR 5,160. With 2,260 hip fractures in

Vienna in 2018, this corresponds to costs of EUR 11,661,600 (18). A

reduction by 10% would therefore correspond to savings of EUR

1,166,160 annually in direct costs for hip fractures only. Taking the

total costs of osteoporotic fractures into account, the savings after

implementation of an FLS program would be significantly higher.

Although not directly comparable (different systems and different

preconditions), data from a single center study in Finland showed

that an FLS is inexpensive and accounted for only 1.3% of the

annual total costs of all osteoporotic fractures in the study area (38).

Based on the System of Health Accounts (SHA), healthcare

spendings in Austria are increasing and exceeded EUR 50 billion in

2022. This corresponds to 12.8% of the gross domestic product,

being therefore among the highest worldwide.
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While the total public healthcare expenditure was EUR 38.5

billion in 2021, only 4.8 billion of this amount was spent on

preventive measures. The majority was spent on inpatient and

outpatient healthcare.

However, despite the clear advantages that FLS offers in terms

of secondary fracture prevention and the potential for economic

savings, their availability in Austria remains limited. The only IOF-

certified FLS is located in Hanusch hospital in Vienna, although

there are some attempts to provide FLS-alike procedures in some

hospitals across the country. By expanding the reach and

certification of FLS across more hospitals, there is a promising

opportunity to reduce the economic burden associated with

osteoporotic fractures. The evidence shows that an investment in

FLS can lead to both improved healthcare outcomes and significant

economic savings (20).
5.2 Outlook

In addition to the known benefits of FLS, there are also some

limitations and difficulties in setting up an FLS. Although the IOF

makes recommendations, healthcare systems vary from country to

country. The basic prerequisite for an FLS is the commitment of the

healthcare provider and those involved. Setting up an FLS initially

costs money before it saves money. The positive results, including

the reduction in fracture risk, are not expected in the short term, but

only materialize over time. Human resources are the key factor for

an FLS. At least one FLS coordinator is required for a successful

FLS. In the best case, a multidisciplinary team takes care of the FLS.

After the implementation of hip fractures, all MOFs should be

included in the FLS. Once this is done, outpatients and radiographic

vertebral fractures should also be managed. At present, only a few

FLSs have already implemented this due to the logistical effort

involved. A defined workflow, collaboration between orthopedic

surgery and internal medicine, and simple IT solutions for data

collection and follow-up of patients, as well as the identification of

outpatients, could improve FLS systems worldwide. In addition, the

use of artificial intelligence (AI) for FLS is currently being

researched and appears to be promising.

5.2.1 Outpatients
Out of 93,000 osteoporotic fractures in Austria annually, 55,707

were treated in an outpatient care setting (1). However, including

outpatients into the FLS is more complicated by facing difficulties in

terms of organization, working hours, and interdisciplinary setting.

Consequently, since most FLS programs focus on inpatients, the

majority of, e.g., radial fractures are missed. Awareness campaigns

for outpatient clinics are therefore needed. An electronic approach

would be providing QR-based information on disease, fracture risk

assessment, and contact information for further assessment and

treatment options.

5.2.2 AI
One of the most challenging osteoporotic fractures are vertebral

fractures, as 65% to 75% were asymptomatic and only one-third of
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vertebral deformities come to medical attention (39, 40). Besides

that, diagnosing vertebral fractures remains challenging as well. A

prospective analysis from Geneva et al. showed, that only about

one-third of vertebral fractures were reported on lateral spine and

chest radiographs by the radiologist (41). The application of AI for

opportunistic vertebral fracture detection on radiographs or CT

scans could be helpful in identifying vertebral fractures and

bringing them to clinical attention by importing AI results into

the FLS workflow (42, 43).

5.2.3 Home nursing
Parenteral therapies (intravenous or subcutaneous) that were

prescribed during the FLS visit but not implemented in the

inpatient setting due to contraindications (e.g., severe vitamin D

insufficiency and hypocalcemia) could be administered at the

patient’s home within the framework of “home nursing”. Nurses

visit the patients on site and infuse the medication. This service

should be reserved for immobilized or bedridden patients for whom

a trip to the outpatient clinic is not possible.

5.2.4 Tools
Pocket cards based on the FLS standard operating procedure

(SOP) including QR codes and appointment cards with the date of

the follow-up visit, the scheduled medication, and the outpatient

clinic contact information might be useful tools for staff and

patients, respectively.

In the UK, national toolkits and educational programs are

available to improve secondary prevention after osteoporotic

fracture (44). In Spain, a national hip fracture registry was

established to improve assessment and to close the treatment gap

(45). A guide to fall prevention at home has already been

implemented in Spain and Canada (44).

5.2.5 City-wide FLS
In Vienna, eight trauma departments take care of the initial

treatment of fracture patients. A centralized FLS could serve all

eight hospitals in the inpatient setting and then follow up patients in

the outpatient setting. A city-wide FLS in Vienna would prevent

secondary fractures, reduce morbidity and mortality of patients

with osteoporosis, and relieve hospitals and the healthcare system.

In addition, it would make a significant contribution to the concept

of prevention. A central lead position is essential to provide

standardized care. The FLS team could visit and oversee all

trauma surgery departments. On the one hand, this would

optimize patient care; on the other hand, it would provide the

opportunity to regularly evaluate and improve the central FLS. A

perspective for a city-wide FLS is shown in Figure 2.

A city-wide FLS would require the following:
Fron
(i) A head of FLS, responsible for the coordination of the FLS,

continuous improvement of the FLS, and communication

with stakeholders.

(ii) FLS coordinator (one per two hospitals), who will perform

inpatient visits, FLS follow-up visits via telemedicine, data

collection, and communication with hospital staff.
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iii) Physicians with focus on osteology (one per two hospitals)

for decision-making on further diagnostic steps and

therapy, outpatient assessments (follow-up visits after 3

months and after 1 year, respectively), and linking patients

to the general practice sector after completion of the year.

iv) For the outpatient setting, a certified healthcare nurse is needed

for medication administration and patient education.

(v) Assistant staff for registration and appointment coordination.
6 Conclusion

In conclusion, fragility fractures are common in Austria and

represent not only an individual problem, but also an economic

burden. Secondary fracture prevention, in the context of FLS,

reduces fractures and mortality and relieves the healthcare

system. A centrally controlled FLS for the eight hospitals in

Vienna with trauma fracture care could thus make a significant

contribution to healthcare. Internationally established approaches

as well as digital solutions should be implemented in Austria in

the future.
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SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 1

First-contact form. Clinical data on fracture risk (including those for FRAX) are
assessed by the FLS nurse during the bedside visit using a laptop or tablet.

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURE 2

FLS interface implemented in the hospital information system (HIS). Orange
arrow indicates possible FLS patients, identified by the orthopedic surgery

department and assigned to the FLS. They are marked as “osteoporotic
fracture” patients (gray arrow) and remain in the FLS for 52 weeks. Blue

arrow indicates the status; red dot: patient assigned, not seen so far (yellow
would indicate seen by an FLS nurse, not approved by an FLS physician; green

would indicate seen by an FLS nurse and approved by the physician, including

diagnostic and therapeutic decision); green arrows: previously performed
DXA scans, x-rays, and other imaging procedures detecting vertebral

fractures are automatically shown in the interface.
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